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Students’ goals at the beginning of 2020/2021

Ava and Jenna                 Jay, Theodore and Clara
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Link2LearnVirtual Charter School is a 
unique option for students of all ages to 
access public school curriculum from home 
or any remote location. Link2Learn 
teachers meet with families in person or 
virtually to find the 'just right’ program 
for your child. Choices range from 
established online providers to book based 
programs from widely used publishers. 
Students follow the guidelines the 
Wisconsin state requires and are working 
towards a Public School High School 
Diploma with which they can apply to any 
colleges they might aspire.


Classes are mostly asynchronous - families 
decide on a study schedule which fits their 
unique needs. Link2Learn teachers support, 
teach and facilitate our students’ learning 
on a regular basis while forming close 
connections with our students.


We are a small and caring learning 
community, always striving to meet our 

students’ and families’ needs while 
fostering an exciting learning journey for 

all.
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"Link2learn works great for my family because there are 
several curriculums to choose from for each of my 
children's unique learning personalities, there is math 
help for my older children, and my children get to work 
at their own pace!”


Christy Markley, Parent and Link2Learn Board Member


"Link2Learn offers students and families the flexibility to 
engage in a curriculum rich environment that meets the 
needs of families and students. Link2Learn continues to 
evolve and improve each year, which is critical for today's 
virtual schools." 


Scott Kowalski, L2L Board President

Kristi Hause: Elementary 
and Middle School Teacher.

”I love that 
Link2Learn is flexible 
to each student’s 
wants and needs.”

"I love all the course 
options Link2Learn is able 
to offer our students. We 
are able to help students 
explore their passions and 
find classes that prepare 
them for life beyond 
graduation". Terryn Wingler-Petty, 


HS Teacher/Academic Guide

Gesa Tschumperlin


Link2Learn Program Coordinator

“I think that it is such 
a special thing when a 
parent can be their 
child's teacher, I enjoy 
sharing my knowledge 
to help them be 
successful.”   Christa Schommer 4K/KG: 

Teacher and Academic Guide


David Ruda: 

Music Teacher

"In some virtual schools music is 
the first thing to ignore because it 
is too difficult to be done virtually. 
I'm so happy to be a part of 
Link2Learn that gives students 
opportunities to keep music as 
part of their education."


